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Abstract: We propose a new class of dynamic wavelength routing methods in WDM 
networks, with a service-differentiated and distributed path quality 
information, applicable for transparent and selectively opaque network 
structures, and study ring and mesh WDM networks with long-reach 
interconnections and short-reach transparent metro-islands. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fundamental advances in WDM optical technologies (e.g. availability of 
ultra long-reach transport and aU-optical switching) have enabled the 
deployment of all-optical networks. New high bit-rate netvvork applications 
are creating the need for transmission channels with service-differentiated 
offerings. Still most architectures are service type related and not designed to 
accommodate different service classes which require dedicated and service
type related transmission quality guarantees. Accurate engineering of 
analogue WDM spans, is critical if combined with dynamic wavelength 
routing, as path lengths vary. Optical network architectures that include 
electronic regeneration at each switching node (opaque optical networks) 
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simplifY the WDM span design and resolves wavelength continuity 
constraints. On the other hand electronic regeneration also adds delay, can 
significantly reduce the connection (and network) reliability and increase 
operational costs. For optical transport network architectures scalable to 
application of different service types, the availability of efficient protocols 
will be critical to enable dynamic, service-differentiated lightpath 
provisioning. 

Here, we propose a generic approach to on-demand provisioning in fully 
or partially electronically regenerative, constraint-based routed, multi
service WDM networks, suitable for distributed implementation, and 
applicable to optical network services now emerging. More precisely, we 
focus on distributed control for dynamic wavelength routing and the 
performance impact of electronic regeneration in different network 
topologies. In particular, the usage of electronic regeneration has been 
shown difficult to resolve with standard graph-theoretical methods due to the 
negative weights, which are avoided by our approach [1,2]. We have 
simulated ring and mesh WDM networks with long~reach interconnections 
and short~reach transparent metro~ islands, for which four different link types 
showing different transmission quality in terms of SNR degradation, 
reliability and delay are assumed. The results show the capability of om 
methods to accommodate arbitrary number and type of path properties, 
related to different network elements for the purpose of transmission quality 
evaluation as required by new emerging services. 

2. THE NETWORK MODEL 

The network model relies on a distributed definition of the network 
structure by autonomous groups of optical network elements (NE) and 
service-specific characterisation of these optical network elements. NE, a 
term which stands for any manageable physical resomce or a group of 
physical resources along wavelength~routed paths (e.g. fibre connections, 
fibre amplifiers, wavelength splitters, aU-optical nodes or electronic 
regenerators) that affects the wavelength channel performance. 

Based on [2,3], we model the WDM network G(N,L,A,S) with the 
number of nodes N, WDM links L, a pool of wavelengths A, and an optical 
network service set S. The local network state information defined as a 
vector of values aba2, ... is related to transmission quality, reliability, 
manageability and traffic conditions, based on which a choice between a 
number of feasible paths is made at the destination, according to service
level agreements and optical network operational objectives. Given any 
source-destination pair of nodes within the graph G, and the constraints 
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d(Psd)=[d~od2, •• • ] on the vector components aJ,a2, ••• , correspondingly, the 
multi-constrained routing problem is to find some feasible paths between a 
given source-destination (sd) pair of nodes whi.ch satisfies bounded 
requirements put on the path for each component of a(P sd)· According to the 
properties of each traversed NE, the operator of the path quality evaluation 
procedure can be additive (sum), multiplicative (product) or restrictive 
(minimum value) [3]. 

To overcome the fundamental complexity of the multi-constrained path 
selection, we propose a protocol for on·-demand wavelength channel 
provisioning, suitable for distributed implementation in both opaque and all
optical networks, with a local, instead of global, network state update [2]. 
For illustration, we will here focus on two types of network states: additive 
(SNR degradation, delay) and multiplicative (reliability) [2]. In addition, we 
will consider such network architecture where only electronic regenerators, 
if available, are capable of wavelength shifting, but the presented methods 
can simply handle any other architecture, e.g. all-optical network deploying 
aU-optical regenerators or all-optical wavelength converters. 

2.1 Distributed provision of selectively regenerative 
wavelength paths 

Step 1: Get a connection request between (src, dest) for a service Sr, with 
the service-specific vector of routing constraints on paths, i.e. max. 
transmission degradation qmaxCSr), max. delay dmax(Sr), min. reliability 
r min(Sr)· (Note that for a given connection request another type of service 
would impose other constraint!:) Forward this request and the message 
containing the initial values of a[ aq. ad> ar] from src to all neighbouring NEs 
(e.g. [aq""'O, ad=O, ar=l]) and the corresponding path sequence p. In addition 
to a, src and dest, the path information contain the unique path identifier 
(id), information regarding the wavelength to be allocated and unique 
identifiers of the visited network elements (path sequence p ). 

Step 2: Forward the received path information message with updated 
values to all neighbours, excluding those which are contained in the path 
sequence ("visited"), until dest is reached, according to the following rule. 

Path in.fonnation update~ For each idle wavelength, aU visited NEk 
e~~ept electronic regenerators, updates the values of the path information 

a[aq. ad> ar], so that aq and ad are summed along the precedent NEs, while Or 

is multiplied. If an electronic regenerator is visited, the parameter aq is reset 
to the initial value, while the delay is kept summed, and ar 

multiplied.(Wavelength shifting NE) Path information messages which are 
characterised by ~avelength occupancy or by unacceptable network states 
with respect to d(Sr) are discarded and do not reach the destination. 
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(Wavelength continuous NE) Path information messages which are 
characterised by wavelength dis~ontinuity, occupancy or by unacceptable 
network states with respect to d(Sr) are discarded and do not reach the 
destination. 

If NEk is not dest, the visited network element id and the wavelength for 
allocation are added to the path information of surviving messages, which 
are forwarded to the neighbouring nodes which will then perform Step 2. 

Step 3: From the obtained set of all feasible paths P""{pidb Pid2, .. } for 
which aq<qmax(Sr), a~dmax(Sr), a,.>rmin(Sr), dest selects the best path 
according to one of the following criteria: min. hops, min. cost, min. number 
of traversed NEs of particular type, e.g. wavelength converters, etc. The 
information available to dest contains path id, all traversed network elements 
and allocated wavelengths, as well as the path performance expressed in 
form of the last update of path information a(Psd)· 

Step 4: From dest, send the acknowledgement message back along the 
selected path to src, for the purpose of resource reservation. The connection 
can then be established. 

--;>,.1 -plane 
---- ~ - plane 

(a) s 
(b) 

S -specific NE q[dB] d [time units] 
Tx@N1 A.t>A.2 4 I 
Rx@N3 At> A.2 5 I 
Reg@N2 A. , A., not applicable 10 

Nt>N2,N3 A. , A.2 3 I 

Lt>Lz A.t 10 I 
')..., 12 I 

Lc! A.t EAsws: not avail. forSt 
(e.g. reserved or insufficient quality) 

')..., 6 I 

(c) 

Figure J.Example network: (a) physical topology, (b) auxiliary graph, (c) SI-specific network 
state representation. 

For illustration, consider an example WDM network with 3 nodes, 3 
links and 2 wavelengths per link, capable of accommodating 2 service 
classes, S1 and S2 (Fig. 1). Assume that S1 is required between N1 and N3, for 
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which the max. degradation of SNR should not exceed 30 dB, i.e. aq(S1)=30. 
For this service type, we consider the following manageable, 81-specific 
NBs: Tx(N1), Reg(N2), Rx (N3), and nodes and links, with their associated 
service-specific wavelength sets and quality properties. Here, only N2 can 
provide wavelength conversion for St. due to the Srspecific regenerators. 
The network state information is expressed as a pair value [ aq, aa], 
corresponding to transmission quality degradation and delay. Note that the 
restrictive attributes are automatically taken into account by the definition of 
Asws: the wavelengths outside Asws are simply excluded from the path 
discovery (e.g. L3). 

According to the defined wavelength-path provisioning scheme, source S 
forwards the connection request to its first neighbouring network element 
(here: Tx), by generating two (being number of wavelengths) pieces of path 
information of type [path id, dest, actual path information, {list of visited 
NBs at (wavelength)}], i.e. [mk, D(N3), (0,0), {S(A.1)}] and [av, (0,0), {S(~)}]. 

Transmitter Tx forwards the updated messages [mk, D(N3), (4,1), {S, Tx(A.1)}] and 
[av, D(N3), (4,1), {S, Tx(~)}] to its neighbour Nt. which then has to generate four 
outgoing messages to its neighbours N2 and N3• Node N2, for example, 
receives the following messages: [mk, D(N3), (17,3), {S, Tx, N" L1(A.,)}] and [av, 
D(N3), (19,3), {S, Tx, N" L1(~)}]. After the regeneration however, since 
wavelength shifting is possible four messages are sent from N2 to N3, i.e. [mk, 

D(N3), (0,14), {S, Tx, N~o L1, N2, Reg(A.1)}], [av, D(N3), (0,14), {S, Tx, N" L" N2, 

Reg(J..V}], and two newly generated, wavelength shifted [mi, D(N3), (0,14), {S, Tx, 

N" L" N2(A.1), Reg(~)}], [sb, D(N3), (0,14), {S, Tx, N" L~o N2(~). Reg(A.1)}]. In this 
example, the destination may chose the best path in terms of transmission 
quality, i.e. Tx-N1-L1-N2-Reg(N2)-~-N3-Rx at A1(wavelength continuous), 
with overall transmission degradation I.q=l0+3+5=18 (<30). Note that the 
degradation Tx-N1-L1-N2 is compensated by Reg(N2) and does not contribute 
to the overall path degradation. However, if the request on delay for S1 was 
d(S1)~15 (time units), this path would show unsatisfactory performance 
(Ul=l7, "regenerator-bottleneck"). On the other hand, without regeneration 
over the same route, an unacceptable degradation, i.e. I.q=38, would be 
obtained. Another path, e.g. Tx-N1-L3-N3-Rx at A2, however, would satisfy 
both bounds (q and d), i.e. I.q=21 (>18 but still<30) and Ul=5<15. Note that 
the NB quality attributes and the routing decision completely change, if a 
service of type S2 must be set-up. 

3. PERFO~CESTUDY 

For simulation results, we adopt the model with optical network services 
and dynamic wavelength routing as in [1,2,3,4], where the connection 
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requests arrive according to Poisson process, call holding time being neg. 
exp. distributed; traffic distribution and service requests are uniform; 
confidence level is 95%. We will show here results for ring and mesh-torus 
network topologies as well as for a larger symmetric network where six ring 
networks are interconnected (denoted as 6x5 structure). Being less 
connected, ring networks need fewer messages and show particular 
performance regarding wavelength shifting; mesh-torus networks allows us 
to better evaluate scalability and impact of wavelength shifting and/or 
electronic regeneration and can be viewed as a model case with respect to 
the average number of hops required in a mesh network [1,4]. 

In order to analyse networks with differentiated transmission 
impairments and service requirements, we assume that our networks are 
designed with four different link types. The links differ in their connection 
spans, e.g. show different fibre-lengths and different numbers of amplifiers. 
Tab. 1 shows the parameters of relevance for routing .. We assumed that the 
parameters of the transmission fibre, described as "transmission 
degradation", a parameter comprising all relevant transmission attributes, are 
defined per wavelength, while reliability and delay are assumed to be the 
same for all wavelengths; long haul links are taken less reliable and show 
more delay (e.g. Type D). 

Link Type I NE A B c D Node 
~[dB] 
A! 5 12 18 24 3 
A2 4.5 10.6 15.7 20.8 3 
A3 3.9 9 13.4 17.6 3 
A4, As 3.4 7.7 11 14.4 3 

A6 5 12 18 24 3 

A7 6.6 16.3 25 33.6 3 

As 8.2 20.6 32 43.2 3 
~[%],all 99.9 98.75 97.5 96.5 99.99 
~[tuJ~ all 2 5.5 8.8 12 o.o 

Tab. 1. Quality attributes per wavelength along different link types. 
(a9 transmission degradation, a, reliability, ad delay) 

Reg. 

n/a 
nla 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
99.9 
10 

As previously stated, all studied networks, in order to achieve different 
properties per path, deploy the four different WDM link types (Type A, B, C 
and D), as defined in Tab. 1. The distribution of these link types in the 
studied network topologies can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

For mesh-torus and ring networks, we assumed the "islands" of 
metropolitan networks (shaded), all connected with short links of Type A 
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inside the metro-area, while interconnected with the Type B, C or D with 
long reach fibres (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Link type distribution within the studied ring and mesh-torus network. 

Figure 3. 6x5 structure and link type distribution within this network. 
For the 6x5 network we assmned the 5-node rings to be the metropolitan 

networks using links of Type A only, the doubled ring connection of all 
these metropolitan networks is established with links of Type B while the 
long haul connections intercepting this city-ring are links of Type C for the 
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connections to the next neighbours; Type D is used to connect 5-node rings 
diagonally between each other (Fig. 3). 

We studied the impact of electronic regeneration on blocking probability 
by assuming that two effects of regeneration may improve the probability of 
a successful connection set-up, namely wavelength shifting capability and 
improvement of tmnsmission quality. We studied all-optical (no el. 
regeneration), selectively regenerative (sparse el. regeneration along the 
network) and opaque networks (el. regeneration at each optical node). 

For sparse regenerative networks (selectively opaque), the optical nodes 
equipped with electronic regenerators need to be located as the placement 
has strong impact on the results. In the ring and mesh-torus topologies the 
nodes with regeneration and wavelength-shifting capabilities are located at 
(a) 3 nodes, diagonally for mesh-torus and every third node for ring, and (b) 
5 nodes, cross-diagonally for mesh-torus and every second node for ring. In 
the 6x5 structure the nodes with regeneration are located (a) at the dedicated 
nodes of the 5-node rings which home all long distance connections, (b) the 
nodes of the 5-node rings which home the intercom1ections to aU neighbour 
5-node rings, (c) all the nodes of (a) and (b). Additionally we also consider 
two cases, where the 5-node rings are either totally transparent or opaque: 
(d) two opposite rings are opaque and (e) every second ring is opaque. 

We assumed for simplicity that if regeneration is available, it is available 
for both studied services. This is generally not the case, since electronic 
regeneration is likely to be implemented in a service-differentiated manner 
(e.g. STM-64 line cards within optical nodes). To support multi-service 
regimes every node in some way needs to handle aU services ("block, 
regenerate or bypass"). If nodes block services, this changes the network 
structure presented to calls of these services. Additionally, we limited 
wavelength conversion to one shift per light-path to reduce the complexity of 
muting by suppressing frequent messaging. Therefore a light-path never uses 
more than two different wavelengths, which might affect the routing success 
for the call under consideration, but keeps wavelength-continuos paths for 
future calls idle. The location of the shift is not restricted, except that only 
opaque nodes can shift and that source and destination nodes are not allowed 
to shift the wavelength. The two wavelengths used can be any pair of 
available wavelengths from the considered wavelength-sets, no additional 
restriction for wavelength selection is included. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In our simulation studies, we assume two different service classes with 
service requirements given in Fig. 4 to Fig. 6. We assume that a real-time 
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service (S1) requires less reliability (60%), but accepts nearly no 
transmission delay (20tu), and a data service (S2) requiring higher reliability 
(90%) while accepting large delays (lOOtu). The transmission degradation 
requirement ( 40 dB) is identical for both service classes, assuring proper 
detection at the destination node independent of transmitted service. 

While in case of fully transparent networks the blocking probability for 
S1 and S2 are identical, the improvement caused by regeneration differs (Fig. 
4). In the mesh-torus network for both services the usage of regeneration 
decreases blocking. For ring networks the usage of regeneration also 
resolves blocking of initial calls. However, rings have only one alternative 
path, and if it is allocated, a significant amount of resources becomes busy, 
which blocks the future calls. This is highly reflected by the delay-sensitive 
service S1• In addition, rings do not benefit of wavelength shifting capability 
due to the high degree ofload correlation [1,4]. For the fully opaque ring we 
find that for S1 the delay caused by regeneration restricts the maximum path 
length to less than the diameter, causing a blocking bias which is present 
also for very light network loads. The mesh-torus network, on the other hand 
does not show this bias in blocking probability, as here the diameter of the 
network is smaller than the maximum span feasible for S1• 

The 6x5 network topology shows comparable results (Fig. 5). Again, the 
blocking probability in case of full transparency is identical for S1 and S2 and 
improvement by implementation of regeneration capabilities is different. We 
fmd biased blocking for S1 not only for the fully opaque network but also for 
the selectively opaque structure (c), where three of the five city-ring nodes 
are defined as opaque. At lower loads, S1 is better served by the networking 
structures (d) and (e), where dedicated 5-node rings are defined to be 
opaque, while all other are fully transparent. On the other hand, these 
structures do not operate S2 with efficient quality; structure (b) shows far less 
blocking probability at a comparable number of opaque nodes. 
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0 Service 1, realtime service: aq<40dB, ar>60%, act<20tu 
10 

10"2 L-----'--L--L-L---"'----'-L---._;:;.'""-''----'--__;_...:..... 
0 5 10 20 25 30 

Networkload [Erlang/Node] 

0 Service 2, data service: aq<40dB, ar>90%, act<1 OOtu 
10 

10 15 20 
Networkload [ErlangfNode] 

Figure 4. Blocking probability per service for ring ( o) and mesh-torus (x) network 
architecture; fully transparent: solid, selectively opaque: dashed (a), dash-dot (b), fully 

opaque: dotted. 
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0 Service 1, realtime service: aq<40dB, a,>60%, a.:t<20tu 
10 

6x5 network 
10"2 '------'------''-----'------'----'------' 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Networkloatl [Erlans;Node] 

o Service 2, data service: 8q<40dB, a,>90%, a.:t<100tu 
10 

10-2 
0 5 10 15 20 25 

Networldoad [Erlang/Notle] 
30 

Figure 5. Blocking probability per service for 6x5 network architecture; fully transparent: 
solid, selectively opaque: long dashed (a), short dashed (b), small dotted (c), dash-dot 

(d),dash-dot-dot (e), fully opaque: big dotted. 
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0 Total blocking probability: 50% Service 1, 50% Service 2 
10 

6x5 network 
10~b-----~----~----~----~----~----~ 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Networkloacl [ErlangiNocle] 

Figure 6. Total blocking probability for 6x5 network architecture; fully transparent: solid, 
selectively opaque: long dashed (a), short dashed (b), small dotted (c), dash-dot (d), dash-dot

dot (e), fully opaque: big dotted. 

In a multi-service network, the issues of performance optimisation under 
multiple constraints are even more complicated. For a multi-service network 
scenario, it is hard to determine the best network operating point for different 
types of traffic. On one hand, service-specific traffic should not be affected 
due to the resource reservation, while on the other hand, the overall network 
operation and performance should not degrade. To find an optimum 
operational point for all services the total blocking probability becomes an 
important issue. In Fig. 6 the overall network blocking probability for the 
6x5 network is shown, with the two service classes S1 and S2 being 
uniformly distributed for arrivals. 

Depending on the targeted network load or the acceptable blocking 
probability, a structure which shows a trade-off between these two 
parameters can be selected. However, we believe that the service
differentiated blocking probability will be of primary importance for 
network providers to analyse. A blocking probability bias as it occurred in 
the simulation examples, caused by the very tight delay restriction of the 
real-time service, should be avoided as it indicates that not all source
destination combinations are feasible. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

By further studying these and related results for applicability of our 
method, we have revealed the following issues of constraint-based path 
selection: (i) distributed protocols are crucial for selectively regenerative and 
opaque network architecture, since they avoid problems of path algebra to 
deal with negative weights, if service-differentiated transmission properties 
characterise a WDM network; however, they do not scale a further 
improvement for their practicability has to be achieved, (ii) electronic 
regeneration need a particular consideration for wavelength routing, since it 
belongs to the class of network elements which at the same time may 
deteriorate (e.g. delay) and improve (e.g. SNR) performance, and, (iii) 
whether a network under dynamic traffic regime will profit out of electronic 
regeneration depends on its topology, operational load, wavelength routing 
strategy and the guaranteed service levels. 
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